Safety One

Detect risks earlier, automate processes, and increase compliance with unified multivigilance.

**DETECT EARLY**
- Detect safety signals early in E2B(R2) and improve your signal-to-noise ratio with the power of Safety One.
- Ensure your business users have immediate insights into operational data and patient data in Oracle AERS.
- Enhance your speed and accuracy with Safety One Intake, allowing downsizing of workers and the power of Safety One.

**AUTOMATE PROCESSES**
- Enhance the power of Safety One Intake to automate functions and ingrate your systems to find safety signals in the pressure of increasing workloads.
- Reduce the amount of work for your signal evaluation in Argus by maximizing a smart user interface and algorithms that cut false positives.
- Enhance global completeness with Argus for your aggregated E2B(R2) data, including ICH EMA EUDMP, E2B(R3), and more.
- Provide simplicity in communication with signal evaluation using built-in algorithms and sophisticated search features, such as EDI EHR/DRG, MedDRA, and LEADR.

**INCREASE COMPLIANCE**
- More cases through your workflow, thanks to tools with SafetyOne, expediting CTA back-end activities, allowing you to avoid regulatory penalties, and more.
- Use the SafetyOne Platform to comply with ICH EMA (FSP), MPA, EMA EUDMP, and more, along with post-marketing obligations.

**PERFORMANCE AT A GLANCE**
- 140+ new Oracle Safety members in the last 3 years
- 3x–5x faster Oracle safety software
- 90% increase in Oracle AERS automation
- 300+ years of experience in the Oracle Safety team
- 1400+ Oracle Safety Consortium members

**Safety One Platform**
Innovative evolution via data science

**Business benefits**
- Improved speed
- Increased efficiency
- Reduced risk
- Improved compliance
- Increase sales
- Better insight
- Streamline operations
- More service

Next-generation solutions for pharmacovigilance and multivigilance

Discover how Oracle is improving safety by driving greater insight, efficiency, and compliance via case management and signal management.

oracle.com/safety